
Al-Ashraf Secondary School for Girls 
 
 History -Scheme of Work - Term 1    Scheme Title –The Great War (WWI)              No. of Weeks – 7      
                                      
 Year Group - 9      Term – 2   No of lessons per week - 2               

                                      
 Aims / Objectives:          Intended Learning Outcomes:                
 - Define long and short-term causes of the Great War    ALL students to understand the expectation of organisational and communication skills. Demonstrate an understanding of society during 
                       

 - Explain how an assassination led to the outbreak of war    and after the Great War. How society was affected by the war. Demonstrate an understanding of social class and religious denomination 
 - Outlie the reason why men chose to fight    at the time. Demonstrate an understanding of the events surrounding historical events. Consider the impact of historical events on 
 - Define ‘propaganda’ and explain how it was used    England and the rest of the world. Explain why the Great War took place. Explain the effects on England, economically and socially. Give 
 - Describe the typical experience of a soldier in the trenches    counter arguments and debate theories.               
 - Identify the main areas of conflict and the main features of trench warfare    MOST all the above and: Link this knowledge to previous historical knowledge of other times in history. Be able to explain how they 
                       

 - Explain why the weapons used in the Great War were so deadly    would react in a given situation during the first quarter of the 20th Century. Give alternatives interpretations. Can analyse and evaluate 
 - Debate which weapons were most effective    evidence and their arguments. Select specific and pertinent knowledge to support argument made.      
 - Define ‘shell shock’ and investigate a case of shell shock or cowardice    SOME all the above and: compare and contrast, critically analyse given information and form a coherent and backed up opinion of the 
                      

 - Analyse why soldiers from the British Empire fought for Britain    events surrounding the subject or topic. Consider moral conflicts encountered during the period. Be able to draw on wider context. 
 - Investigate how the Great War affected daily life    Produce a well-balanced and unbiased essay. Can show an awareness of previous knowledge which can impact on the current topic. 
                                   

 SMSC - Spiritual, Moral, Social and Cultural  Development:  Reference to National Curriculum:    Cross Curricular: Literacy: 
                      

 - To understand and appreciate the impact of historical events on social classes and cultural - Inspire curiosity and interest in understanding historical events   English Reading information. 
 development.      - Understand historical concepts such as continuity and change, cause  Art Understanding new words, with 
 - Pupils are asked to consider and comment on moral questions and dilemmas. Notions of and consequence, similarity, difference and significance, and use them  Geography emphasis on spelling and 
 right and wrong are explored in connection with events from the past. to make connections, draw contrasts, analyse trends, frame historically  Drama – re-enactment of meaning. 
 - Examine how other cultures have had an impact on the development of ‘British’ culture valid questions and create their own structured accounts, including   historical events. Writing and proof-reading own 
 and values. How historians have influenced and shaped today’s society through research written narratives and analyses.          work.           

 and interpretation. Students will work in teams and enhance their own social development - understand the methods of historical enquiry, including how evidence  Assessment:       
 through collaboration. Continued discussions on social issues will run through each lesson. is used rigorously to make historical claims, and discern how and why  End of term assessment for Numeracy: 
           

 - Students will examine how ‘British’ culture had impacted on other cultures. Appreciate a contrasting arguments and interpretations of the past have been   whole class. Peer and self- Tables / consensus circles / data / 
 better understanding of British multicultural society. The contribution of different culture to constructed          assessment – ongoing. date order / counting 
 human development and progress, which links to values of wisdom and endurance. - Using interpretations of history to generate their own ideas of historical              
 - Confidence and ability to express own personal beliefs and feelings in a safe environment. events.                 Glossary: 
          

 - Respect for each other’s viewpoint. An appreciation of ‘otherness’ and acceptance of - gain historical perspective by placing their growing knowledge into   Differentiation:  Bayonet 
 difference.      different contexts, understanding the connections between local,   Help sheets available to all. Censor 
 - Consider how Historians have influenced the student’s own view of today’s society. regional, national and international history; between cultural, economic,  Extensions available within each Hand grenade 
 - Consider and discuss how the student would react if in the same situation, promoting military, political, religious and social history; and between short- and  lesson. Teacher support. More Infantry 
 empathy and understanding.      long-term timescales.          able students expected to analyse No man’s land 
 - Scholastic Strands Sheets – allowing autonomy for students to progress in steps. This  Resources:          and evaluate within each lesson. Stalemate 
 promotes educational independence and challenges the students. Offers clear guidance and  PowerPoint   Worksheets          Trench foot 
 permits an awareness of current stage of knowledge.  Text books   Teacher resources          Western Front 
            Paper   Assessment worksheet          Shell 
 Teaching Strategies:       Pens   Handouts          Shell shock 
                    

 Ongoing Kagan Cooperative Learning strategies– promoting teamwork, collaboration,  Scholastic Strand Handout – details individual steps for students to          Shrapnel 
 independent learning and autonomy.       progress and expectations within subject area.          Court martial 
 AfL – to continually assess progress of each student.                      Cowardice 
                                Desertion 
                                Pardon 
                                     
 Independent Learners Creative Thinkers Reflective Learners Team Workers  Self-Managers Effective Participators 
 To investigate, research and make To evaluate the facts and create Through peer and self-assessment Through the use of group and pair  Time-management skills for Enthusiasm for the subject 
 choices independently using ideas and concepts based around and teacher feedback, students can strategies, students will experience  homework and completion of work through enquiring. Asking 
 resources available to help build information obtained. reflect on their own learning and collaborative learning. Working together  within class time. Scholastic Strands questions and sharing answers. 
 confidence.      progress.      to reach a satisfactory conclusion.  allow full educational autonomy. Discussing and debating issues 
                                with each other.  


